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335, where an omission in the middle of an explanationof the use of the questionmarksymbol leaves some doubt about the distinction which is being drawn.
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The editors of this book claim that the articles it contains provide 'excellent
clues to the current state of the art of dealing with semantics within generative
grammar' (vi). The articles concern two issues, the separability of syntax from
semantics and the nature of presuppositions. For both issues there is one article
which provides the framework: Barbara Hall-Partee's excellent article on the
changing relation between syntax and semantics for the former and Garner's
article on philosophers' and linguists' varying use of presupposition for the latter.
I shall deal exclusively with the problem of presupposition (ignoring altogether
the articles by Postal, McCawley and Annear Thompson), largely because the
chief representative of the former issue, Postal's article on remind, is easily
available in Linguistic Inquiry and has been discussed at length there (Kimball,
I970;
Bowers, I970; Wolf, I970; McCawley, I970; Bar-Hillel, I97I; Leben,
I97').
If the editors' claim is correct and the state of the art in linguistic semantics
is demonstrated by the articles on presupposition, then the outlook for semantics
is far from bright. The linguists writing in this book appear to have no common
conception of what should be included in the meaning of sentences, or of what
constitutes presupposition (a heterogeneity which the editors admit (vi)); and
so there is little agreement as to what constitutes semantics. Table i lists the
different semantic properties which are mentioned in each article, showing
which properties are said to be part of the meaning of a sentence, and giving
in brackets after each listed item the concept in terms of which it is defined.
Taking into account the fact that some terms (e.g. focus, ambiguity) may not
have arisen in some articles simply by lack of relevance to the point at hand, the
main difference between the various viewpoints are:
(i)
(2)

(3)

Only Keenan and Garner refer to a separate study of pragmatics.
Fraser has a term 'implication' as defined by Austin (I962: 48) which is
identical to Garner's pragmatic implication.
What Zwicky labels messages and inferences (normally taken by philosophers to be part of pragmatics: cf. below p. I39) are all subsumed under
the Lakoffs' use of presupposition.
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Table I

The relation between truth and meaning is given central place only by
Keenan, Garner and Hall-Partee.
(S) Some writers describe presupposition as a property of sentences (or
statements), others as a property of the speaker's belief, yet others as
either. The only writer who would definitely reject the second characterization is Keenan.
(6) Fillmore has presuppositions on lexical items as well as on sentences and/
or speakers.
(7) Some people use assertion as of central importance to meaning. Zwicky
even claims that what a sentence asserts is its meaning. On the other
hand, Keenan does not mention it, and Hall-Partee gives it secondary
status (in the form of 'focus') along with presupposition.
(8) Fillmore is the only one who explicitly translates all semantic questions
into questions relating to the illocutionary act.
(4)

The nature and extent of these differences disguise the fact that there is one
fundamental issue to which the writers assume different answers: should meaning
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be defined in terms of conditions for the truth of sentences--i.e. be defined in
terms of the relation between sentences (and lexical items) and the external
world they describe (maintained by Keenan, and implicitly by Hall-Partee);
or should it be defined in terms of conditions on the use of sentences in communication-i.e. be defined in terms of the relation of sentences to the speech
act, the speakerof the sentence, etc. (rnaintainedby Fillmore and the Lakoffs).
This issue applies to semantic properties in general, and to presupposition in
particular. The answer to this question will of course determine the related
problem of what type of data a formal theory should be expected to predict.
Presupposition as variously defined in this book provides an extremely broad
cover-term which includes examples of entailment, logical implication, logical
presupposition- all defined in terms of conditions on the truth of statementsimplication and happiness conditions (cf. Austin, I962), Grice's conventional
and nonconventional implicature (cf. Grice, I968) - all defined in terms of
speaker-hearerrelations- and also lexical presupposition.But it is by no means
obvious that a semantic theory can, or should, predict all of these. The main
fault of the book as a whole is the widespread failure even to recognize that
there is an issue over how meaning should be defined (with the exception of
Fillmore); and the book's lack of homogeneity stems directly from this failure.
Yet this issue must be considered if we are to 'develop an adequate linguistic
account of semantics', the apparentultimate aim of the linguists taking part in
the conferencefrom which the book stems (vi). It is only in this way that we can
hope to achieve the 'conceptualstraightening-up'which the editors of the book
admit is demonstrablynecessary(vi). The people who adopt well-defined positions are the Lakoffs, Garner,Fillmore, and Keenan, and it is their articlesthat I
shall consider in detail.
Robin Lakoff (I15-149) provides a large body of evidence apparentlyagainst
an analysis of meaning in terms of truth conditions. Her main claims are:
(a) that there is evidence of a constraint on co-ordination which can only
be explained in terms of presuppositionson the part of the speakerand
deductions that he might make upon those presuppositions.Hence the
concepts of presuppositionand deduction must be included in the grammar,
(b) that there is evidence that not only has and two uses which differ in their
presuppositions,but also that all co-ordinateconjunctionshave two such
uses.
If (a) is correct, a semantic theory based exclusively on truth-conditions must
be inadequatebecause it will be unable to capture such a constraint.In arguing
for (b), she claims that but differs in meaning and by virtue of additional presuppositions, and that or has solely an exclusive meaning: both claims conflict
with a truth-condition based analysis.
I22
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Her argument is based on the premise that My grandmother wrote me a letter
yesterday and six men can fit in the back seat of a Ford is very odd and should
be excluded by the grammar. In order to explain this apparent constraint, she
suggests the following solution. If two sentences are to be conjoined, they must
share a common relevance or topic. This may be self-evident (and lexically
definable) as in 7ohn is a bore and Harry's not very interesting, but may not be, as
in John wants to make Peking Duck and I know that the A & P is having a sale
on hoisin sauce. In this latter type of case, she argues one may need to know
'presuppositions' with respect to either conjunct in order to deduce a common
topic: in this case that hoisin sauce is the accompaniment to Peking Duck, that
a sale is a good time to buy things, and that now would therefore be a good time
to make Peking Duck, 'making Peking Duck' thus being the common topic. By
this means, she claims, one can assess the relative grammaticality of a sentence.
The harder and more culturally specific the presuppositions, the more likely
a speaker is to reject it. Hence the assumed relative acceptability of each of the
following groups:
(ia)
(ib)
(ic)
(2a)
(2b)

(3a)
(3b)
(4a)
(4b)

John eats apples and his brother drives a Ford.
?John eats apples and many New Yorkers drive Fords.
?John eats apples and I know many people who never see a doctor.
The police came in and everyone swallowed their cigarettes.
?The police came in and everyone started eating their apple sauce.
John has a yacht but Bill has a large mortgage to pay off on his house.
?John has a house but Bill has a sore toe.
John is a Republican but you can trust Bill.
*John is a Republican but Bill will take out the rubbish for you.

For example, (Ia) involves the presupposition that one's brother has something
to do with one, whereas (ib) demands a less obvious presupposition that John
is a New Yorker; and in order to judge (ic) grammatical, she claims that one
needs to presuppose knowledge of the proverb 'An apple a day keeps the doctor
away', enabling the deduction of a common topic along the following lines:
The proverb means that if you eat apples you will be healthy and you will not
need to visit doctors.
People who never see doctors are people who are healthy.
Common topic: being healthy.
Each of the pairs (2)-(4) is analysed in a similar way, involving presuppositions
about drugs in (2a), about what constitutes riches in (3a), about the moral
standard of Republicans in (4a). (2b), (3b) and (4b) are all said to be odd because
they lack any such common topic. In each case, the meaning of the conjuncts,
their common topic, and hence the assessment of grammaticality are dependent
on what information the sentence is intended to convey. Since this involves the
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presuppositions of a given sentence, the presuppositions must be part of its
underlyingsemantic representation.
She then gives a descriptive account of and, but and or in these terms (126I49), and she claims that the symmetric, reversibleand differs from the asymmetric, non-reversible and of temporal sequence in that in the latter, the first
conjunct is presupposed. Analogous claims are made for but and or. This
descriptive analysis can be criticized quite independently of her theoretical
assumptions. For example, the claim that the and of temporalsequence and the
reversibleand differwith respectto presuppositionsis simply false. Her examples
are (37) Whata night we had last night: thefuzz camein duringtheparty, and the
cat kept droppingthe kittensinto the punch bowl, and Mary screamedwhen Bill
triedto abducther, and the strobelight neverdid arrive; and (38) Well, the story is
as follows: the police came in, and everyoneswallowedtheir cigarettes,and Bill
chokedon his, and they had to take him to the hospital,and his motherjust about
wentfrantic when she heard, and I had to placate her by lendingher my copy of
Portnoy'sComplaint.She claims that if the first (or any non-final) conjunct in
(38) is denied 'the result is bizarre, and renders the whole discourse somehow
nonsensical,the usual result of denying a presupposition'(I28). But comparethe
following as responses to (38):
(5a) No, that's not true: the police didn't come in. Mary suggested we try
a new way of taking pot, and everyone swallowed their cigarettes.
Otherwise the story's correct.
(5b) No, that's not true: Bill didn't choke on his cigarette- he wasn't even
smoking. He'd swallowed a fly just as the police came in, and they had
to take him to the hospital. Otherwise the story's correct.
(5c) No, that's not true: Bill's mother wasn't frantic. She was amused and
said it sounded like an Ed McBain novel.
Thus the entire statement is false if any one conjunct is false, as the truthfunctional definition of and predicts. The interpretationof and as having temporal sequence therefore does not rest on the notion of presupposition, given
any standarddefinition of that term (cf. below p. I30). Moreover it is not clear
that sequence of time is part of the meaning of and at all, since the same implication occurs when there is no and:'
(6a) The Lone Ranger mounted his horse and rode off into the sunset.
(6b) *The Lone Rangerrode off into the sunset and mounted his horse.
(7a) The Lone Rangermounted his horse. He rode off into the sunset.
(7b) *The Lone Ranger rode off into the sunset. He mounted his horse.
[i]

Thisobservation
is dueto DeirdreWilson.I amgratefulto her,N. V. Smith,Professor
R. QuirkandProfessorC. Bazell,for their commentson an earlierversionof this
review.
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So however the implication is achieved, it is not due to the presence of a particular
sense of and, unless a full stop is also given a semantic characterization of this
kind! It seems therefore that the interpretation of time sequence between
sentences, whether conjoined or not, is a property of discourse interpretation and
not a semantic property of the conjunction itself.
Robin Lakoff analyses but as either presupposing between the conjuncts some
contrast which can be lexically specified ('semantic opposition but') or as presupposing an expectation on the part of the speaker of the opposite of the second
conjunct ('contrary-to-expectation but') (I33). Her examples are (57) John is
tall but Bill is short; and (6o) John hates ice-cream, but so do I. There are several
problems here. She herself discusses counter-examples which necessitate
In general
envisaging at least two additional meanings for but (I36-I42).
though, for those cases where there is no lexical opposition, she sets up this
second 'contrary-to-expectation' sense of but. So she analyses (6o) as having the
interpretation 'one would not expect that I would hate ice-cream'. But parallel
examples need not have this interpretation: consider the utterance of John wants
an ice-cream, but so do I in a situation where there is not enough money to buy
us both ice-creams, so neither of us can have one. It is (a) not obvious how her
analysis of but can handle this case, and (b) how it would predict that these two
examples apparently involve a different sense of but. More generally, if there is a
semantic component of contrastiveness in but then this should automatically
enable one to predict a set of environments in which but may not occur, by virtue
of there being no requisite contrast (analogous to * That man is pregnant where the
environment does not meet the condition specified by pregnant). The above
examples should be prima facie cases; but they are not. And to retreat to a different but merely makes the original claim untestable. Moreover, this account of
but should in addition predict that examples such as John is rich but John is poor
are grammatical because they meet the requisite condition of contrastiveness.
There is no obvious way to block these sentences, as Robin Lakoff herself points
It thus seems doubtful whether a semantic analysis can predict
out (I34-I35).
any contrast in meaning between but and and. (Their synonymy is of course what
is predicted by a truth-functional analysis.)
I have also more trivial disagreements with more blatant errors. For example,
she claims that the inclusive or of logic does not occur in natural language (I42),
but she sets up two uses of exclusive or one of which is asymmetric, e.g. Either
little Seymour eats his dinner or his mother complains to the neighbours. This she
states makes no implication that if Seymour eats his dinner his mother will not
still complain; i.e. both conjuncts can be true - by definition, inclusive or. So
much for its non-existence in natural language.2
[2] For an argumentsupportingthe opposite claim, that EXCLUSIVE or does not constitute
a separateuse of or, cf. Barrett& Stenner (1971).
I25
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More important than any of these points of description, is an assessment of
her claim that 'two sentences may be conjoined if one is relevant to the other,
or if they share a common topic'. This claim is marred by an unpardonable
equivocation over the concept of grammaticality. Throughout the article, she
consistently uses the terms grammatical, ungrammatical and grammaticality to
refer to semantic judgments on sentences (ii6, I25, I27, I28, I30, I39, 142).
However, in the first footnote she states 'Let us try to reserve the term ungrammatical (as I may not consistently do in this paper) for anomalies that arise out
of violations of syntactic rules alone: John and Bill is here'. This might as well
read as an instruction 'Please ignore everything I say'. To give her the benefit of
the doubt, I shall assume that the footnote is a sop to critics of her position, and
I shall henceforth ignore this caveat.
Like the critics she appears to be seeking to placate, I think her argument can
be shown to be false, on two accounts: first, on the grounds that every sentence
she cites as ungrammatical, odd or unacceptable (the terms are used interchangeably) can be contextualized as a perfectly appropriate utterance (and she
would surely agree that the grammar must predict every possible sentence of the
language and not merelv the more likely ones); and secondly, on the grounds that
her position demands that meanings of sentences are unpredictable independent
of the actual speech act and hence the grammar itself is non-predictive (essentially
equivalent to Bloomfield's conclusions about semantics). It is a straightforward
matter to disagree with every example brought forward. Consider the following:
(8)

(g)

We've been wondering how many people can get into the back seat of a
Ford and my grandmother decided to try the experiment. She tried it
two days ago and she wrote me a letter yesterday and six men can fit in
the back seat of a Ford.
I'm going to tell you two very peculiar facts. Some people eat thistles and
yesterday Mary killed a python with a stone.

In the second contextualization any conjoined sentence is acceptable, given that
the conjuncts themselves are not in some way anomalous or mutually contradictory. But if all sentences can be construed to have some sort of link, or common
topic, then the inclusion of this concept in the grammar to determine grammaticality constraints is vacuous. More interesting are the consequences of her
position. She herself points out one of them - namely that sentences which under
all traditional analyses of ambiguity would be unambiguous may have different
presuppositions, reflected in different semantic representations, and are therefore
by definition ambiguous. This new type of ambiguity she calls 'contextual' (I2I).
It arises because if presupposition is defined as broadly as she allows, no sentence
will have a unique set of presuppositions. She suggests that ambiguity of this
type only arises in border-line cases: the worse the sentence is, the more interpretations people will strain to produce (I21-122).
The example she demonI26
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strates this with is Jrohnwants to makePeking Duck and I know that the A & P
is havinga sale on hoisinsauce,which can be interpretedwith more than one set
of presuppositions leading to different common topics. But this possibility is
not restricted to the border-line cases. It is merely that if there is a common
interpretation,people will not naturallyseek an uncommon one. For example,
she suggests that a possible common topic of a sentence like J1ohnowns a yacht
and Bill has a lovely housein Knightsbridgeis derived from the presuppositions
that owning a yacht is an exampleof 'conspicuousconsumption'and so is owning
a lovely house in Knightsbridge. But in a situation where both speaker and
hearerare very rich, the speakermight well not have these presuppositionsand
might continue 'but since most of our friends either have ocean-goingvessels or
live abroad,I think they won't fit in', where the earlierpresuppositionsare in fact
implicitly contradicted,and the common topic is the insufficientwealth of John
and Bill. In her terms, this sentence would thereforeneed two differentsemantic
representationsto reflect this. But do we want to say that by virtue of its use in
two different situations the sentence has two different meanings? In any case,
to own a lovely house in Knightsbridgeis not a necessarysign of 'conspicuous
consumption'- it might be very small; or suppose fashionchanged,and Knightsbridge became a slum area. Would we want to say that the meaning of Bill has
a lovelyhousein Knightsbridgeis differentin each of these cases?It is clear that in
principle every sentence can be analysed with at least as many different sets of
presuppositions as here, and if furthermore the sentence were used with an
illocutionary force other than that of statement, e.g. promise, boast, etc., the
sets of presuppositionsfast become indeterminate.
This is not the only problem. In characterizingpresuppositionas a part of the
underlyingsemanticrepresentation,if presuppositionsarenot stated as part of the
meaning of lexical items, one must give up the standardclaim that the meaning
of a sentence is a function of the meaning of its constituent parts. Though she
is not explicit on this point, it would seem that she is relinquishingthis claim,
since presuppositionsare not claimed to be a propertyof the lexical item. But if
the interpretationof presuppositionsis not related to the lexical items, how are
they to be derived?They are presumablypart of the beliefs of the speaker, or
derive from his knowledge about the situation. But if this is so, the meanings of
sentences cannot be determined independentof the speaker of a sentence in a
particularspeech-act situation.3We are thus faced with an analysis of meaning
which claimsthat every sentence has an indeterminatenumberof indeterminable
meaning representations.And if the meanings of sentences are indeterminable,
then meaning-relationsbetween sentences such as implication,contradiction,by
[1] Similar consequences follow from describing the requisite presupposition as a
property of the lexical item in question: cf. e.g. (4b) and the necessary specification of
Republicaw.
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definition cannot be predicted. Moreover, in her terms, it follows that the
grammaticalityof sentences cannot be determinedeither, independent of the
situationin which they are uttered. But this has the immediateconsequencethat
one's grammaris not predictive. This impasse stems from defining presupposition in terms of assumptionson the part of the speaker.If presuppositionis to be
a useable term in linguistics, it must be constrainedmore narrowlythan this.
Since the definition of presupposition as part of the speaker's beliefs is so
widely accepted, one might ask how it arose, when presuppositionwas originally
defined as a relation between two statements. I believe it stems from an equivocation by philosophersthemselves, and Garner'sarticle (23-42) provides a good
example. As he points out, presupposition was set up to explain the relation
between a definite referringnoun phrase and the object to which it refers. He
describes the varying uses of the term presupposition by three philosophers
(Frege, Strawson,and Sellars),and comparesthese with its use by Katz & Postal
(I964) and Fillmore (I969). In each case he considers two criteriafor the use of
the term: (a) what x and y may range over in the expression 'x presupposesy',
(b) what the consequences are when the presuppositionfails to hold. Thus for
example he dismisses Katz and Postal on the grounds that they provide no
answer to (b). Of the philosophers, Frege (I892) and Strawson (1950) present
the logically defined concept of presupposition,whereas Sellars (1954) gives an
account in terms of speaker'sbelief. So the statement The King of Fiance visited
the exhibitionpresupposes the existence of the King of France for Frege, for
Strawsonit presupposesthe statement Thereis a King of France,but for Sellars
it presupposesthat the speakerbelieves that there is a King of France and that
the hearer shares this belief. If the presuppositions fail, Frege and Strawson
hold a similar view that either no statement is made or the statement has no
truth-value(both seem somewhatindeterminateas to which position they adopt)4
but in Sellars' terms, presupposition failure merely indicates that the speaker
has spoken 'incorrectly'.This last conception of presupposition(which is close
to that of the Lakoffs) is dismissed by Garner as a quite different pragmatic
concept and a distortion of Strawson (33). He in fact suggests (37) that anyone
wishing to use this concept should scrap the terIn presuppositionsince this interpretation is neither compatible with nor opposed to the concept as defined by
Frege and Strawson. However Sellars' misinterpretationof Strawson is not
wholly unjustified,and it is not I think the sole sourceof the conflationof speakerpresupposition and statement-presupposition.There is in both Garner's and
Strawson'saccounts a tendency in describing presuppositionto talk about what
a speakerwould presuppose in using a particularsentence to make a statement.
Garner draws attention to this in footnote 5 as a 'potential source of trouble'
[4] Garnerclaims that Frege holds the formerposition, but Nerlich (I965) and Lemmon
(I966)

state that he holds the latter.
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but claims that 'we could always rephrasewhat I have said [about statements]
by talking explicitly about what, as a performerof an act of a certainkind, or as
a producerof an object of a certainkind, a speakerdoes (or would) presuppose'.
But this rephrasingis only not a dangerif it is recognizedas a consequenceof the
definition of presupposition,and not part of the definition itself. If, however, it
is taken as a characterizationof presupposition,then it invites conflationwith a
subtly different use of presupposition where all that a speaker assumes his
hearer knows constitutes his presuppositionsand this stands in contrast with
what that speaker is informing his hearer of (asserting). Thus the sentence
JOHN seducedMary, with contrastivestress on John,could be said to presuppose
not only that there is a man called John but also that someone called Mary was
seduced, and to assert that it was John that did it. In a similar way both John
SEDUCED Mary and John seducedMARY would have a different set of
presuppositions.Now it is fairlycertainthat neither Strawsonnor Garnerwould
wish to conflatethese two uses of presupposition,since the latter is not susceptible to any truth-baseddefinition;5but it is not clearhow this use can be excluded
by a characterizationof presuppositionin terms of what the speakerpresupposes
in making such a statement.
Another conflation which Garner allows, and falsely interprets Frege and
Strawson as allowing, is with respect to the word statement.This conflation
emergeswhen he discussesthe problemof whether,if the presupposedstatement
fails to be true, the presupposingstatement has a third value (neither true nor
false) or whether it fails to constitute a statementaltogether.Garneraccepts the
latterformulationon the groundsthat it 'allowsa naturalgeneralizationto speech
acts of other kinds and their objects, since it seems desirable to speak of the
presuppositions of promises, commands, questions, bets, warnings, and so
on as well as those of statements' (3i). However, a statement defined in terms
of the illocutionaryact of stating is not the same as a logicallydefined statement.
The sentence TheKing of FrancevisitedJohn'sexhibitionmay be used to make a
statement (and has a truth-value)just in case it is true that there is a King of
France. But the statement that is made, either true or false, may constitute a
warning, a boast, a threat, etc., or a mere statement (defined in terms of its
illocutionaryforce). Whatever act is purportedto have taken place, the logical
statement made is constant. Thus a truth-functionallydefined statement does
not stand in contrast to promises, warnings, or threats. The distinction is important because the presuppositions of the logically defined statement hold
independentlyof its illocutionaryforce and hence hold whateverthe illocutionary
force, but the presuppositionsof a statement as an illocutionaryact need not
in principle hold for a warning, a threat, or a boast. Garner'sconflationof the
[1] Cf. Garner's criticism of Katz and Postal's use of the term in analysing questions
(36-37).
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two leads him to conclude (42) that a speakerwho presupposes does so 'in the
performanceof an illocutionaryact (or the purportedperformanceof one)', but
this allows the all-embracinginterpretationgiven to presuppositionby linguists,
and is prey to all its dangers.
It is on accountof this conflationof the two uses of statementthat he condemns
discussions of the presuppositions of sentences (38, 42). His reason for not
allowing presuppositionsto be a property of sentences is significantlydifferent
from Strawson's. Strawson restricts presuppositionto statements because it is
only these he says which are true or false, not sentences. That is, 'the same
sentence may be used to make quite differentstatements,some of them true and
some of them false' (I952: 4). Garner, however, seems to exclude all presuppositionsas a property of sentences on the grounds that 'the same sentence
... can be used, on differentoccasions, to performdifferentkinds of illocutionary acts' (38). But if, as I suggest, presuppositionis a propertyof the logically
defined statement,then the question of varying illocutionaryact potential does
not arise. Moreoverif, as Lemmon suggests (I966: 9I), it is legitimate to speak
of sentences as true or false relative to some context of utterance,an extension
implicit in all analysesof meaning as conditions on the truth of sentences, then
it follows that to speak of presuppositions(and entailments)of sentences is not
illegitimate either. It thus seems arguable that the variables x and y in the
formula 'x presupposes y' should be restricted to statements, except for the
legitimate extension of this to sentences.
The other criterionof presuppositionwas the consequence of presupposition
failure. This criterion is fundamentalto the entire concept of presupposition
(a point which Garner does not adequately stress), since presupposition and
entailmentdifferin only this respect. For an entailmentrelationto hold between
two statements SI and S2, the truth of S2 must not only follow from the truth of
Si, but if S2 is false this guaranteesthat SI is also false. For S1 to presupposeS2,
the truth of S2 must follow from the truth of SI, but if S2 is false then S1 will
have no truth-value, i.e. will be neither true nor false, or it will not constitute
a statement at all. It is not clear whether the difference between these two
consequences is other than terminological(as Lemmon assumes (I966: 98)),
but Strawsonseems normallyto accept the former (I964: io6). It follows from
these definitionsthat for either entailmentor presuppositionto hold between SI
and S2, the truth of S2 must be a necessarycondition on the truth of Si, but for
Si to presupposeS2 the truth of S2 must in addition be a necessaryconditionof
the falsity of SI. The distinction of the two relationsthus rests or falls on the
consequences of presuppositionfailure, with the additionalcriterion that for a
presuppositionrelationto hold between SI and S2, - SI must also imply S2 (cf.
Fillmore's and Keenan's negation test). This does not hold with entailment, so
that if SI is false the truth value of S2 is independentlyassignable.It follows from
this that if it could be shown that for every postulated case of presupposition
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the falsity of St does not guaranteethe truth of S2, then presuppositionwould
be terminologicallynon-distinct from entailment, and would not constitute a
valid logical relation. The distinction between entailment and presupposition
is displayed in Table 2:
Entailment
SI

S2

F
F

T
F
TvF

Presupposition
SI

T
-(T v F)
F
means 'guarantees')

T

S2

T
F
T

Table2
This is not the place to present detailed argumentsabout the validity of the
distinction, although Linsky (I967) and Nerlich (I965) argue convincingly I
think that the distinction is not securely founded. However, it is significantthat
Garner'sjustified criticisms of Fillmore'svarious applicationsof presupposition
(I969) are (with the exceptionof happinessconditionsof illocutionaryacts which
have alreadybeen excluded) all met, and naturallyexplained, if the relation in
question is analysed not as presuppositionbut as entailment. Garner separates
three differentrelationsin Fillmore'suse of presupposition:happinessconditions
on speech acts, such as the hearermust understandEnglish, be believed by the
speakerto be awake,etc., referencepresuppositionsthat 'relateto the use of the
definite article', and presuppositionson lexical items (Fillmore'scentralconcern
in the present book). With respect to Fillmore's claim that presuppositionsof
reference relate to the definite article, Garner gives examples (40), noted by
critics of Strawson,and Strawsonhimself (I964), in which a definitenoun phrase
occurs and which are not deprived of a truth-value if that noun phrase in fact
has no referent, and the correspondingexistentialstatement is false:
(io)
(ii)
(12)

(13)

Soon Claude will become the King of France.
I had lunch with the present King of France.
Abdul believes that De Gaulle is the present King of France.
But he is wrong because De Gaulle is not the present King of France.

(Io) and (12) constitute so-called 'opaque' environments (cf. Quine, 1953) in
which it is a well-knownproblemthat referencepropertiesdo not hold. (ii) and
(13), however, provide evidence that at least the presuppositionof reference is
not solely a propertyof the definitearticlesince if there is no King of France(I3)
will be true,6and (ii) false. What Garnermerely says is that the matteris more
complicatedthan Fillmore's treatmentsuggests, since if the sentence The King
[6] The death of De Gaulle since Garner constructed the examples makes this an even
stronger counter-example than it was evidently intended to be.
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of France is bald presupposes the sentence There is a King of France but sentences
(Io)-(I3) do not, then the presupposition of reference must be due to some other
property of the sentence and not to the existence of the definite article. What he
does not point out is that these examples constitute counter-examples only to an
analysis in terms of presupposition: they are naturally predicted if the relation
of reference is said to be one of entailment. Thus for example when There is a
King of France is false I had lunch with the present King of France will also be false
of necessity, but this does not work in reverse; when the latter is false, the existential statement may be either true or false (cf. Table 2). So it seems that at
least some sentences containing definite noun phrases of the type the King of
France entail the corresponding existential sentence There is a King of France.
Since it was for cases such as these that presupposition was first suggested, they
constitute counter-examples to the very notion of presupposition. The question
remains open as to whether these exceptions refute the entire principle of presupposition or prove it.7
I have argued that whatever doubts there may be about presupposition as
defined by Strawson, it is a relation between two statements, and is not related to
illocutionary-act factors. Fillmore's claims (273-289)
are directly in conflict
with this. In the introduction to his descriptive analysis of a set of verbs (273274), he argues that analysis into features or components is often 'completely
ritualistic', that there is 'no stopping place', and that in unclear cases, the oddness
bears little relation to the linguistic properties of the lexical items in question, but
stenmsrather from what we happen to know about the world. As an alternative
he suggests that the meaning of sentences should be analysed, along the lines of
the ordinary language philosophers, in terms of two levels, the illocutionary and
the presuppositional, the latter constituting 'those conditions which must be
satisfied in order for a particular illocutionary act to be effectively performed in
saying particular sentences' (276). If taken at face value, this claim is open to
many of the consequences of the Lakoffs' position. But it is given two caveats:
first, the illocutionary level is called the 'explicit' level of communication (ruling
out in an ad hoc way the fact that a statement may be used to boast, warn, etc.);
and second, at the presuppositional level he claims to be concerned 'only with
those [conditions] that can be related to facts about the linguistic structure of
sentences' (277).
In this form, it is not obvious that Fillmore's formulation is more than a
terminological variant of a feature or component analysis of meaning. He argues
that both in philosophy and linguistics, the wrong question has been asked; that
the question should not be 'What is the meaning of this form?' but rather 'What
do I need to know in order to use this form appropriately and to understand other
people when they use it?' (274). But he is misinterpreting the linguist's concern,
[7] For an illuminating confrontation of the two arguments, cf. Strawson, i964.
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which is not primarilyone of descriptionbut ratherone of delimitingthe semantically well-formed sentences of the language from those which are not - viz.
contradictions,anomaliesand (possibly) tautologies; and furthermoreto predict
the relations between sentences by virtue of their meaning, e.g. entailment.
Hence the procedureof positing semanticpropertiesof wordsto accountfor each
ill-formed sentence (in effect providingconditions for the use of words). In any
case, an analysis explicitly in terms of conditions on the use of linguistic items
given his caveats meets just the same problems as componentialanalysis, over
just the same border-linecases. Thus it is just as inappropriateto say of a threeweek old babyJohn'schildis a virginas to say John'schildis a humanbeingbut it
is not clear that the oddity of the former can be related to 'facts about the linguistic structure'of the sentence. In addition,it is not clearwhat criteriaFillmore
has for distinguishingwhat is part of the meaning of a lexical item, the illocutionary level, and what is not. And yet componentialanalysis,which apparently
assigns meaningin a ritualisticway, in principleprovidescriteriaas follows: if a
postulatedcomponentof meaningin a sentence can be denied without forming a
contradiction,then it is not partof the meaningof that sentence (cf. my criticisms
of R. Lakoff'sanalysisof but). If it cannot, then it is. If furthermorethe component can never be interpretedas being included in the scope of negation when
that sentence is negated,then it will constitutea presuppositionalcomponent(cf.
line 3, Table 2). In fact, though few linguists have explicitly recognizedthis, the
semanticcomponentsset up on lexical items are in effect conditionson the truth
of sentences in which they occur (cf. Hall-Partee in the present volume, and
Davidson, I967).
What account would componentialanalysis give of Fillmore's set of verbs? I
shall consider only criticizeand accuse,8but even this small amount of evidence
demonstrates that componential analysis and Fillmore's are terminological
variants,except in cases of presuppositionwhere Fillmore's own criterion(that
of negation: cf. above) contradicts his analysis. Fillmore's specification of
criticizeand accuseis as follows:
ACCUSE (Judge, Defendant, Situation)
Meaning: SAY (Judge, 'X', Addressee)
X = RESPONSIBLE (Situation, Defendant)
Presupposition:BAD (Situation)

(Performative)

CRITICIZE (Judge, Defendant, Situation)
[8] There are a number of criticisms of detail that could be made of the other verbs.
The most obvious mistake is perhaps the analysis of blame into three lexical items,
apparently dependent on stress assignment. That this cannot be correct can be shown
by considering J7ohnKICKED Ruth v. J7ohnkicked RUTH where in the former there
is no doubt that he did something to her and in the latter that he kicked somebody,
but which would not lead us to set up two lexical items kick (analogous to blame)
one in which the entire lexical content was presupposed.
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Meaning: SAY (Judge, 'X', Addressee)
X = BAD (Situation)
Presupposition1:RESPONSIBLE (Defendant, Situation)
Presupposition2:ACTUAL (Situation)
These in effect claim that for X (the judge) to be described as accusing Y (the
defendant) of Z (the situation), X must say to someone, not necessarily the
defendantY, that Y is responsiblefor Z, and it must in additionbe presupposed
that the situationis bad. Converselyfor criticize,with the additionalpresupposition that Z actually happened. It is not easy to test this analysis because of an
equivocation over who does the presupposing. Fillmore allows the following
formulae (where x is what is presupposed): 'Suppose there's no question in
anybody'smind that x' (285), 'There is no question about x' (282) and 'If I say
(36), I presupposethat x' (282) (both the latter are used with respectto criticize).
Thus it is not clear whether the presupposed element has to be true, to be
generallyassumedto be true (whetherit is or not), to be or assumedto be true by
the hearer.However, both analyseswould presumablyuse data of the following
sort:
*John accused Mary of taking his books but he didn't say anything.
*JohnaccusedMary of takinghis books but he didn't say she'd done so.
(i6) ?*JohnaccusedMary of taking his books but he didn't assume anybody
had taken them.
(I7) ?*Johnaccused Mary of taking his books but he didn't assume it was a
bad thing to have done.
(i8) John accused Mary of taking his books but I couldn't see anything
wrong in it.
(I9) John didn't accuse Mary of taking his books: he merely suggested that
she had.
John didn't accuse Maryof takinghis books becausehe knew she hadn't
(20)
done so.
John didn't accuse Mary of taking his books: he didn't say anything.
(2I)
John didn't accuse Mary of taking his books because he assumed he'd
(22)
lost them.
*John criticized Mary for taking his books but he didn't say anything.
(23)
*John criticized Mary for taking his books but he didn't say there was
(24)
anything wrong in it.
(25) ?*John criticized Mary for taking his books though he assumed she
hadn't done so.
?*Johncriticized Mary for taking his books though he didn't assume
(26)
that anybody had taken them.
John didn't criticize Mary for taking his books because he knew there
(27)
was nothing wrong in doing so.
(I4)

(I5)
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John didn't criticize Mary for taking his books because he knew she
hadn't done so.
John didn't criticize Mary for taking his books: he didn't say anything.
(29)
(30) John didn't criticize Maryfor takinghis books, becausehe assumedhe'd
lost them.

(28)

These sentences fall into two categories, apparentcontradictions,and apparent
non-contradictions. In each case, where an apparent contradiction arises,
I have tested whethera suggestedbasis for the contradiction
(23)-(26),
(I4)-(I7),
holds when the statementJohn accused/criticizedMary of/for takinghis booksis
denied, i.e. whether when the statement is asserted to be false, the purported
presupposition must remain true. Thus for example, sentences such as 7ohn
criticizedMary for somethingshe hadn't done suggest that Fillmore's presupposition2 on criticize is not an absolute presuppositionbut relativeto the criticizer
(confirmed by (25)); but the fact that this component can be interpreted as
falling within the scope of negation in (28) indicates that it is not a presuppositional component. The main conclusion to be drawn from this set of examples is that none of the apparentpresuppositionsnecessarilyholds under negation: in each case the statement can be asserted to be false by virtue of the
purportedly presupposed statement being taken to be false (cf. (19)-(22) and
(27)-(30)). In brief, I think the data provideevidence againstFillmore's analysis
and in favour of the following:
ACCUSE: Judge say defendant responsiblefor situation
Judge assume situation bad
Judge assume situation actual
CRITICIZE: Judge say situation bad
Judge assume defendant responsiblefor situation
Judge assume situation actual.
Moreover, I think this procedureof testing a purportedpresuppositionby seeking interpretationsof negative sentences which deny it (an impossibility for a
true presupposition)shows that there is no such thing as lexical presupposition.
Every case of lexical presuppositionthat Fillmore suggests can be interpretedas
falling within the scope of negation
The hypothesis that the notion 'lexical presupposition'is unjustifiedis corroboratedby Garner's criticisms of earlier work of Fillmore's (I969). Thus in
That personis not a bachelor(where bacheloris claimed to presupposethat the
object describedis human, male and adult) Garnerpoints out that to describe a
female in this way may be misleadingbut would in fact make a true statement, a
possibility allowed for by entailment, but excluded by presupposition. Selectional restrictions, also claimed to involve lexical presuppositions, present
another problem with a similar solution. To state that it is false that my toothI35
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brush admiressincerity would be to make a true statement, as before excluded
as a possibility by a presuppositionalanalysis but indirectly allowed for if the
propertyis a reflex of an entailmentrelation (cf. the more transparentcase That
is a pregnantstone,which has contradictoryentailments That is animate, That is
inanimatewhich guaranteesits falsehood).Thus these lexical propertiesseem to
be no more than reflexesof entailment in just the way that the semanticcomponents of Leech (i969), Katz & Fodor (i963), Bierwisch (I969, 1970), etc., are
set up on lexical items by virtue of entailment relations between sentences in
which the items occur. Since with respect to the non-presuppositionalcomponents of meaning,the two analysesof criticizeand accusedo not conflict,and since
only ad hoc caveats save Fillmore from undesirable consequences, I assumealong with Austin (i962: ioo) - that the level of illocutionary force is quite
separatefrom the level of meaning.
While in principle Keenan's account of logical presupposition is closest to
Garner's, in practice it appearsto be falsifiable on much the same grounds as
Fillmore's. Keenan (4S-S2) separatestwo concepts of presupposition,logical and
pragmatic. Logical presuppositionhe defines in terms of sentences (cf. above,
p. 130) with the criterion given earlier that both the truth of S1 and its falsity
guaranteethe truth of S2, if S1 presupposesS2.9 However, it is not clearthat the
falsity of Si does logically imply the truth of S2 in the exampleshe cites, at least
in cases other than implication of reference (but cf. above, i6). Consider the
following, where the subordinateclause of the statement in question (Fred shot
himselfin (34)) is purportedlypresupposed:
It is false to say that it was John who caught the thief since the thief
got away.
(32)
It is false to say that John left before Margaretcame because Margaret
never came.
It is false to say that John's driving annoys Mary because he doesn't
(33)
drive any longer.
(34) It is false to say that only Fred shot himself becausehe was the only one
that did not.
(3

)

These seem to be more naturally explicable as relations of entailment, which
would predict this possibility.
Keenan also defines a separaterelationof pragmaticpresupposition(49), and
he is the only writer explicitly to assume a separate field of pragmatics.10He
[g] He uses the negation test (cf. Fillmore) as a reflex of this. Consequently the test of
presupposition rests on the interpretation of negative sentences. These have problems
of their own (for some discussion cf. Bierwisch, I969; Heidolph, 1970) and I shall
consider only the truth and falsity possibilities of the two related statements.
[I0]
Though he separates a pragmatic and a logical notion, he describes both as among the
'semantic properties of natural language'. He does not, however, make any suggestions
about the relation between the level of logical relations and the level of pragmatics.
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suggests that pragmaticpresuppositiondefines a relationof appropriacybetween
an utterance(a specific speech act token), and the context in which it is uttered.
He cites as examples the use of tu in French, sex-contrastiveforms of the first
person in Koasati and Thai, and deictic particlesin Malagasy.What these have
in common is that their implicationsare not definablein terms of truth conditions. Thus for example if when I am tired I say in Thai I am tired using the
male form, this is certainly misleading and inappropriatein some way, but
presumablyit is also true. Contraryto the Lakoffs'use of presupposition,which
is arguablya pragmaticone, Keenan rejects a definitionof pragmaticpresupposition in terms of beliefs of the speaker(5I). However, it is not obvious that his
characterisationleads to different consequences. If an utterance of a sentence
pragmaticallypresupposesthat its context is appropriate,this is surelyequivalent
to claimingthat when a speakeruttersa sentence, he believesthat it is appropriate
to the context in which it is uttered. Keenan suggests as counter-examplescases
where the speakerdoes not believe what he says though his utteranceis appropriate, but they do not I think refute this form of analysis. They merely demonstratethat pragmaticconventions- and it clearly is a convention that we believe
what we assert to be true - are different in kind from linguistic conventions
since they can be broken (for further discussion, cf. below, p. I39).
I have so far dismissedsomewhatoff-handedlycounter-examplesto an analysis
of meaning in terms of truth conditions - viz. contrastivenessof but (above, p.
I25), temporalsequence and and (above, p. I24), and first person genderspecifications. Yet both George Lakoff (63-70) and Fraser (I5I-I78) also consider
evidence that conflicts outright with an analysisbased on truth conditions. This
conflict is not recognized by Fraser, who purports to provide evidence as to
whether the scope of even should be determinedat deep structureor at surface
structure. Since his argumentis not convincing and is in any case based on the
false premise that sentences with even are ambiguous as to the scope of even
(ratherthan vague), I shall not discuss his article in detail. However, he points
out (I52-I53)
that presuppositionis not the right relationto describe the properties of even.1"Thus if we agree that Even Max tried on the pants indicates at
least that (a) Max tried on the pants, and (b) other people tried on the pants, then
the implication should in principle be described as a semantic property of the
sentence. But it is not a presuppositionof the sentence (nor is it an entailment)
since as Fraser points out 'there is certainly something very strange about
(2) [EvenMax triedon thepants] if Max turned out to be the only one to try on
the pants, but I think we can still assertthat (2) is either true or false depending
on the empiricalevidence' (I53). He suggests that (b) is ratheran implicationof
[iI]

His definition of presupposition(I52) contains a crucial printing error: viz. if P
presupposesQ, then when P is true 'Q is false'. Hardly surprisingperhapsfor a book
so confused as to what constitutespresupposition!
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Even Max triedon thepants in the sense definedby Austin (I962: 48). But this is
the relation which holds between my saying Max tried on the pants and my
believing that Max tried on the pants, which is generallyagreedto be pragmatic
(cf.Garner: 33). Even thereforeconstitutes a clear counter-exampleto the claim
that the contribution lexical items make to the meaning of sentences can be
defined in terms of truth conditions.
Lakoff's argumentsconcern the interactionof but, either, too, and contrastive
stress placement, with presuppositionsand deductionson those presuppositions,
along similarlines to Robin Lakoff. For example he analysestoo (along the lines
of Georgia Green, I968) as having two uses (64-65), one where there is an
explicit point of similaritybetween the two conjuncts,anotherwhere some point
of similarityis presupposedor deduced (analogousto Robin Lakoff'sanalysisof
all conjunctions):e.g. John'shonestandBill's honesttoo, Themayor'sa Republican
and the used-cardealeris honesttoo. Thus in the second example, one must either
presuppose that all Republicans are honest or that the mayor is the used-car
dealer. Given these presuppositions,simple rules of inference allow identity of
either predicate or subject to be deduced, as Lakoff demonstrates.In a comparableway, reciprocalcontrastivestress can be predictedin conjoinedsentences
under two conditions: (a) where the conjunctsare identicalexcept for a subjectobject switch, and (b) where there are presuppositions from which such an
identity can be deducedby formalrules of inference:e.g. JOHN insultedMAR Y,
and then SHE insultedHIM, 70HN called MARY a virgin, and then SHE
insultedHIM. This latter example is therefore only grammaticalrelativeto the
presuppositionthat to call someone a virgin is to insult them. So, like Robin
Lakoff in the case with but, Lakoff draws the conclusion that the interpretation
and hence the grammaticalityof the sentences depends on presuppositionsabout
the sentence, and deductions following from those presuppositions,which are
not part of the meaning of the lexical items in the sentence. His argument is
thus open to the same criticisms as his wife's, and seems to be heading for a
theoretical contradiction. In order to explain the distribution of elements in
language,one is forced to set up a non-predictivetheory.
There is, however, a solution to this which provides in addition a natural
explanationof Robin Lakoff's concept of common topic, in the form of Grice's
concept of implicatureset up to explain the informationa sentence can convey
over and above its meaning (I966). This explanation depends on maxims of
speech behaviour/conversationsuch as 'Speakthe truth', 'Be relevant'.So-called
'nonconventionalimplicatures'are set up just in case there is a flagrantflouting
of the maxims. Thus if one deliberatelyflouts the maxim 'Tell the truth' and
says 'She's a piece of cake' this will be interpretedas conveying some message
which can be deduced. Similarly with the maxim 'Be relevant', which, if deliberately flouted, enables the hearer to deduce informationnot in the meaning
of the sentence itself. This explanationof conversationprovidesa naturalvehicle
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for the construing of common topic in co-ordinations (and across sentence
boundaries)and I think also the deduced cases of similarity and identity with
either and reciprocalstress placement. There are two important conditions on
Grice's nonconventionalimplicature:first, they must be deducible- that is, an
implicaturemust be such that the hearercan construethe informationthe speaker
is intended to convey (hence Lakoff's deductions); second, their deduction
depends on a priorspecificationof the meaningof the sentence, in orderto know
that such a sentence has brokenthe maxim in question. Hence if Grice is right,
there is a system of pragmatic maxims and conventions which depends on a
prior statement of meaning.
In addition to nonconventional implicature, Grice sets up a category of
conventional implicature, this being information conventionally implied by a
word without being strictly speaking part of its meaning. Grice's example is
He is an Englishman;he is thereforebrave.This not only implies that the subject
is male, English and brave, but it also implies that his bravenessfollows from
his being English. However, this last implication, unlike the others, is not a
condition for the truth of the sentence. If there should be no such connexion
between his bravery and his nationality, the sentence could still be said to be
true. Conventionalimplicaturethus coversjust those cases where an implication
is not truth-conditional. If this category is justified, it provides in principle a
means of explainingthe implicationsof even,linearsequence and implicationsof
time, and the contrastivenessin but. Hence for example the non-predictability
of any contradictionoccurringwhen but conjoinstwo non-contrastiveconjuncts,
since this is always implicated. However, it must remain an open question
whether this category provides crucial counter-examples to a truth-based
definition of meaning, or whether they are the exceptions which prove the rule.
I assume the latterpro tem, in view of the consequencesof the former.
I have given part of Grice's argumentin detail (and I hope without distortion)
because it seems to account for just those uses of the term presuppositionwhich
are not relatableto the logical definition. If presuppositionconstitutes a valid
logical relation,then a linguistic theory of semanticsmust be formulatedin such
a way that it can predict it. But implicaturesare not defined logically: they are
defined in terms of speaker-hearerrelations, and constitute part of the first
tentative steps towardsa separatepragmatictheory of communication- a theory
of linguistic performance(Grice argues that his conversationalmaxims are not
specific to languagebut form the basis of rationalbehaviourin general).And this
separationof pragmaticsfrom semanticsis, I would claim, the initial 'conceptual
straightening-up'which the semanticsdescribedin this book is badly in need of.
As it stands, it is not a satisfactory book. It demonstrates an indiscriminate
collecting of facts in the absence of a well-defined semantic framework.The
interest of the book thus lies mainly in the systematizationof semantics that it
cries out for.
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